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Abstract

Background: The h index bibliometric indicator for evaluating scientists and scientific institutions plays an
increasingly important role in evaluating contemporary scientific research, including chemistry.

Results: Citations are meaningful. The best way of measuring performance is to use the informed peer review,
where peers judge on the base of a bibliometric report, once the limits and advantages of bibliometric indicators
have been thoroughly understood.

Conclusions: Expanded and improved use of bibliometric indicators such as the h index in a useful and wise
manner is suggested.
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Background
In a 1980 article [1] analyzing the performance of a large
number of chemists at American universities bibliometric
experts concluded that “Publications measure productiv-
ity, citations the usefulness of the publications, and cita-
tions/paper the relative extent to which groups of papers
generate interest in the scientific community”. Thirty years
later, tenure and promotion committees do not use the
simple citations/paper ratio anymore. To evaluate candi-
dates they rather increasingly use the “h-index”, namely
the number h of publications with at least h citations in-
troduced by Hirsch in 2005 [2]. For example, a chemist
with an h-index of 25, has published 25 papers that have
each received at least 25 citations.
Publications with the greatest impact are those having

at least h citations (the “Hirsch core”). A typical value
for a successful scientist is an h value of 20 for 20 years
of research; an outstanding scientist will have h = 40 for
20 years in science. Given its reliance on most cited pa-
pers, the index is clearly biased towards age. Hirsch
therefore called for its normalisation for age by dividing
the index by the number of years since the appearance
of the first publication, affording the “m quotient”.
The h index, a natural number, is approximately pro-

portional to the square root of the total citation counts,
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and linearly proportional to the total number of publica-
tions, [3] combining the number of papers (quantity)
and the number of citations (quality). In the words of
Bornmann, [4] an academic cannot have a high h-index
without publishing a substantial number of highly cited
papers, as the index favours those who publish a con-
tinuous stream of papers with lasting impact.
To get a higher h index, an individual needs at least

2 h+1 extra citations. For example, to increase the index
from 4 to 5, at least 9 citations are needed. The higher
the h index the more citations are required to increase
it. It means that the difference between higher h index
values (25 and 26, for example) is much greater than be-
tween lower values (6 and 7, for example).
Measuring quality of scientific research is if course im-

portant, especially today when many countries adopt
research policies that emphasize excellence and have
implemented evaluation systems to identify top researchers
[5]. A great variability still exists on the importance
accorded by department heads and committees to the h
index and related metrics, and letters of recommendation
by peers, are often a useful means placing these metrics
within a broader context of research impact and efficacy.
Richard Zare, former department chair at Stanford
University’s Chemistry Department, for example, wrote
that the department collects 10–15 recommendation let-
ters from outside experts prior to the tenure decision [6].
Yet, when open positions are made available through the
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Internet from institutions competing for the best scientists
from all over the world, interested scientists apply submit-
ting their curricula, often highligthing the h index on the
very first page of the CV.
Does the overall number of citations received exceed

2,972? Then our candidate will rightly claim to be among
the most cited 1% of chemists in the world, since among
the 22 scientific disciplines listed in the citation thresholds
of Thomson Reuters’ Essential Science Indicators, [7] this
was the threshold to be among the most cited 1% chemists
during the decade ending on April 2011.
Indeed, despite diffuse criticism (see below), the use of

bibliometric indicators to assess the quality of applicants
has become widespread at promotion committees and
funding agencies. Research chemists, and scientific evalua-
tors, need therefore to understand more closely the origin,
the limitations and the virtues of these indicators in con-
temporary chemical research.

The impact factor and the h index
Following the 1955 concomitant foundation of the Insti-
tute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia and the
publication of a seminal paper in Science, [8] in 1961
Eugene Garfield, a chemist turned into a linguist and
bibliometric expert, started to calculate the journal impact
factor (IF) as a tool to assess the quality of a scientific pub-
lication, namely as a a metric for the comparison of
journals within a specific subject category [9]. Instead than
counting the number of articles a journal published in pre-
vious year, the new “Science Citation Index” started to
rank journals through the IF index, namely the average
number of times articles from the journal published in the
past two years have been cited in the Journal Citation Re-
ports year.
For example the IF of a Advanced Synthesis & Cataly-

sis in 2012 is calculated by dividing the number of cita-
tions in the Journal Citation Reports in 2012 by the total
number of articles published by the journal in 2011 and
in 2010. The tool, despite criticism for which a high
journal impact factor can be the result of many citations
of a few papers rather than the average level of the ma-
jority, [10] has become the main yardstick to assess the
quality of scientific journals.
In 1992, the Institute of Scientific Information was ac-

quired by Thomson Scientific & Healthcare, whose lat-
ter parent company (Thomson Corporation) in 2008
bought also Reuters (an information company based in
the UK). Today, the Canadian multinational informa-
tion firm Thomson Reuters continues to publish the
Journal Citation Reports, an annual publication includ-
ing the IF values of most scientific journals eagerly
waited for each June by publishers as well as by re-
searchers interested in publishing their research in
high-IF journals, and get promoted.
This situation has attracted fierce criticism, including a
recent international petition [11] calling on the world sci-
entific community to eliminate the role of the journal im-
pact factor in evaluating research for funding, hiring and
promotion. However, one may notice, that the very same
scientists more often criticizing this system are those who
have extensively published their work in high-IF journals.
After all they, too, are interested to give their research

broad visibility, as scholarship requires effective commu-
nication, [12] and the effectiveness of communication
lies in the feedback it generates. For example, Petsko, a
widely published genetist, expressed his fierce criticism
writing in the high IF (9.04) open access journal Genome
Biology [13]:

«… The impact factor of where you publish becomes
a surrogate for the use of your own judgment. No one
bothers to read anyone's papers when they're up for a
fellowship or being considered for a job or for a
promotion or having their grant proposal evaluated;
all you do is look to see how many papers they've
published in high-impact journals.

«No one considers whether the work was better suited
to a more specialized journal or a journal where other
work that puts it in context was published previously;
no one considers whether those handful of high impact-
factor journals have the best referees or whether they in
fact may have a disproportionate number of incorrect
papers because of the pressure to publish there.
«And look, over reliance on one stupid number gave a
small bunch of editors enormous power over the
careers of people who, for the most part, they never
met or heard speak, and whose body of work they never
read.»

Indeed, life scientists were not only critical, but also
rather creative. Open access journals such as PLoS Med
and PLoS Biology in 2012 had high and growing IF
values of 16.27 and 11.45. Yet, the publisher emphasizes
[14] that articles in all journals should be assessed on
their own merits rather than on the basis of the journal
in which they were published. The same publisher thus
initiated a program to provide a growing set of measures
and indicators of impact at the article level that includes
citation metrics, usage statistics, blogosphere coverage,
social bookmarks and expert assessment.
In this uneasy context, physicist Jorge Hirsch in

2005 introduced [2] the h index to measure the cu-
mulative impact of a researcher’s output exactly by
looking at the amount of citations her/his work has
received. Now, in place of the total number of papers
or of the total number of citations, a single natural
number defined as the number of a scientist’s Np
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papers having at least h citations each corrects for
papers that are not cited.
The limitations of the index, too, are well known. The

h index can be applied to researchers in the same field,
and should be used to compare researchers of the same
age. It does not take into account the number of authors
on any given paper and it is biased towards researchers
writing numerous review articles.
Another drawback is that, being a natural number, it has

low resolution, and a relatively narrow range so that it is
common for a group of scientists to have an identical
h-index. Zhang solved both these problems by introducing
in 2009 the e-index, a real number that complements the
h-index for the ignored excess citations [15]. Most soft-
ware applications enabling fast calculation of the h index,
today include the e-index, too.
The h-index of a single publication, too, can be easily

calculated, and correlated with peer assessments of
manuscripts. For example, the analysis of a total of
1,814 manuscripts reviewed by referees of Angewandte
Chemie International Edition in the year 2000, [16]
clearly showed that after publication manuscripts with
positive ratings by the referees show higher h index
values than manuscripts with negative ratings (and
later published elsewhere). It may therefore come as no
surprise to learn that Thomson Reuters today includes
the h-index of journals as part of its new “Citation Re-
port Index”, making it an accepted measure of aca-
demic achievement.
The index eventually became the tool for “evaluating

an individual”, [2] despite a caveat from Hirsch himself
that “it can never give more than a rough approximation
to an individual’s multifaceted profile, and many other
factors should be considered in combination… especially
in life-changing decision such as the granting or denying
of tenure” [2].

Calculating the h index
The calculation of a scientist’s h index requires citation
data. In general, today the search of the number of pub-
lications and citations listed for individual scientists in
the available literature databases is simple [17]. Four
comprehensive databases, all belonging to private orga-
nizations, are normally employed by selection commit-
tees evaluating chemists. The fee-based databases Web
of Science (from Thomson Reuters, which offers also the
Book Citation Index and the Conference Proceeding Cit-
ation Indexes), Scopus (from Elsevier), and Chemical
Abstracts (American Chemical Society); [18] and the
freely available Google Scholar.
It should be noted that no chemistry-specific server of

peer-reviewed articles exists (such as PubMed Central in
biomedicine or arXiv in physics). Chemists remain, by
far, the most conservative scientists towards open access
(OA) publishing, namely towards the option to publish
their research in peer-reviewed journals that make their
content freely and permanently available on the World
Wide Web. Only 181 out of 9,417 OA journals are devoted
to chemistry, namely less than 2% [19]. In other words,
chemists remain bound to a reward system strongly based
on citations and (high) journal IF values, lagging at least
five years behind life scientists [20]. Once accepted by lead-
ing researchers in chemistry, the OA model of publication
would instead maximize the impact of chemical research,
as it happened for research in life sciences.
Fee-based conventional systems only include citation to

journal articles (and not to books, book chapters and con-
ference papers) and include citations in journals that are
listed in their own databases. For example, the “Web of
Science” covers more than 12,000 journals, with coverage
from the 1970s. Scopus instead claims to cover “nearly
18,000 titles from more than 5,000 publishers”. Needless
perhaps to say, both encourage publications in journals
indexed in their own databases.
Google Scholar, on the other hand, comprehensively

records all citations including books, conference papers,
teaching materials and working papers, often returning
material which is scholar. It is interesting to read a bio-
chemist insight, comparing the virtues and limitations of
the aforementioned databases [21]:

«Looking at my most cited paper, which has been
cited 367 times (Google Scholar) or 267 times (Web
of Science) or 287 times (Scopus) I found that Google
Scholar included 11 Chinese articles, 10 book
chapters, 15 theses, 4 patents, 1 blog, 1 grant
application, and 6 mysteries. Eliminating these 48 still
leaves 319.

«Quite a bit higher than Web of Science and Scopus,
probably because Google counts citations from
articles that are still in press (my Neurobiology of
Aging paper was published online but “in press” for
23 months, during which citations could be tracked in
Scholar but not Web of Science). This is probably also
why Google Scholar counts 17 citations (16 “normal”)
of my most recent paper whereas Web of Science
only counts 9 – many of these citing articles were
recently published.
«So should Chinese articles be excluded? Are book
chapters irrelevant? Theses, well, no one reads theses
so maybe there’s a bit of inflation there. I do think it’s
a sign of impact when a blog, grant, or patent refers
to your paper and believe that these things should be
included in the citation counts».

This inclusiveness and especially the free nature of Goo-
gle Scholar make of it the database of choice for most



Table 1 Overview of the scientific performance of three
researchers

Indicator Person
1

Person
2

Person
3

Productivity

Article 143 54 43

Editorial 1 1 4

Letter 3 0 1

Meeting Abstract 3 0 2

News Item 0 2 0

Note 12 0 1

Proceedings Paper 26 17 40

Review 2 2 4

Total publications 190 76 95

Number of articles, notes, proceedings
papers and reviews

183 73 88

Number of publications as first author* 15 17 38

Number of publications with no co-authors* 0 5 12

Year of first publication* 1980 2001 1981

Number of years between the first
publication and 2011*

32 11 31

Number of publications per year (arithmetic
average*

5.9 6.9 3.2

Impact

Total citations** 15,192 3,796 7,828

Number of citations per publication**

(arithmetic average)
83 52 89

Proportion of self-citations in total citations* 3.4% 6% 5.8%

Average percentile (median)** 15.9 6.2 8.3

h index** 54 27 38

m quotient** 1.7 2.5 1.2

Ptop 10%
** 70 31 48

PPtop 10%
** 39.3% 52.5% 57.8%

Ptop 10% quotient** 2.2 2.8 1.6

Reproduced from Ref. [28], with kind permission.
Remarks:
* Based on publications of all document types.
** Based on articles, letters, reviews, notes and proceedings papers.
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researchers worldwide, even if it has many and important
disadvantages, especially in the field of chemistry. For ex-
ample, Bornmann and co-workers in 2009 examined 1837
papers published in chemistry, mostly in the journal
Angewandte Chemie, and found that although Google
Scholar retrieved 95.1% of the articles, its total citation
counts were only a fraction (21%) of Web of Science cit-
ation counts, mainly because Google Scholar returned zero
citations for half of the sample [22]. However, Google pro-
grammers follow scientific literature and constantly up-
grade their algorithm. Hence in early 2013 Harzing
reported [23] results showing that coverage of Google
Scholar in chemistry had improved considerably over the
years, being now at a level where chemistry can be in-
cluded in comparative searches, especially for summary
metrics such as the h-index.
Scientists go to the Google Scholar web page (http://

scholar.google.com) or download and install the Pub-
lish or Perish [24] software. Following voluntary regis-
tration, Google Scholar allows researchers to manually
add their research output and then associate all their
previous papers with the identifier.
In both cases, covering an undisclosed and frequently

updated base of online data, [25] the Google’s secret
algorithm rapidly provides the outcome of the search,
including citation statistics (h index, overall number of
citations) and, in the case of Harzing’s software also the
e index score, and times cited per year since publication.
The researcher then starts to polish the data by erasing

papers by scientists with the same name or, conversely,
manually add papers published under different names;
as well as to cancel questionable academic material from
the citations list of each publication. After this editing
activity is complete, a reliable updated value h index is
obtained.

Use the h index to evaluate researchers?
Citations in chemistry are meaningful. Already in 1980,
data for a large number of chemists at American uni-
versities clearly led to this conclusion [1]. The h index
alone, however, cannot render the multidimensional
complexity of research performance. For example,
the multidisciplinary nature of a candidate’s research
should be acknowledged and rewarded, as the boundar-
ies that have separated the traditional chemistry disci-
plines in the 20th century -- inorganic, organic,
organometallic, solid state, (bio)polymer and materials
chemistry -- have broken down to create one large
multidisciplinary community with a keen scientific and
technological interest in all aspects of the chemistry.
Has perhaps the candidate published her/his research
in a large number of journals devoted to once separate
domains of chemical research? Such a feature should
be inserted in open faculty position announcements,
and rewarded accordingly.
Science, however, is about progressing knowledge [26].

And the essence of scholarship is communication. Hence,
practical aspects such as the ability to attract funds, the
number of managed projects and tasks, activity in public
outreach and so on, should not enter serious scientific
evaluation. Especially in countries, like Italy, that are
known for academic cronyism, [27] bibliometric indicators
should be the main parameters used to assess perform-
ance in scientific research. In other words, the best way of
measuring performance is to use the informed peer re-
view, where peers judge on the base of a bibliometric re-
port. It may be relevant here to notice that in Italy the

http://scholar.google.com
http://scholar.google.com
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new system for appointing University professors since mid
2012 includes an habilitation which is based only on
bibliometric indicators, [28] and not on the discretional
analysis of the CV made by panel members who can easily
act complacently.

Conclusions
Instead than eliminating altogether the use of bibliomet-
ric indicators, [10] such as the h index or the impact fac-
tor, we agree with a critical approach to expand and
improve their use in a useful and wise manner.
For example, Bornmann and Marx recently advanced

[29] recommendations for a set of standard indicators
for evaluating researchers. In alternative to the h index,
they propose to use the number of publications for a re-
searcher which belong to the 10% of the most-cited pub-
lications in their field and publication year (Ptop 10%)
[30]. Based on the percentile approach, this indicator
takes into account successful publications normalised
for time and field. An example taken from their original
work vividly renders the concept.
Table 1 shows the publications of three researchers,

two with a similar long career (>30 years since the first
publication), and one with considerably shorter aca-
demic age. The age-normalised m quotient already re-
veals a clear advantage in the performance of Researcher
2 (m=2.5) compared to Researcher 1 (m=1.7) and Re-
searcher 3 (m=1.2).
Even though the h index is age-normalised to give the

m quotient, the second step, normalisation for field is
missing. Bornmann and Marx therefore use the age-
normalised Ptop 10% indicator.
The Ptop 10% quotient for Researcher 1 is 2.2. The

normalised value of 2.8 for Researcher 2 shows that she/
he has published around twice as many Ptop 10% as Re-
searcher 3 (Ptop 10% quotient=1.6).
In conclusion, practitioners of chemical research

should not refrain from mastering the use of bibliomet-
rics indicators. In the Internet era, rapid access to reli-
able bibliometric data has become possible at virtually
no cost. Hence, basic education on scientometrics
should be included in the curricula of undergraduate
chemistry students in order to let future researchers to
proactively use statistical data describing their research,
as well as to access the achievements of others. This, in-
ter alia, will allow them to better present their own
achievements, as well as to better understand the state
and the evolution of a certain research field.
Research chemists can, and should, periodically upload

online bibliographic data describing their research (for
example on Google Scholar, but also on other online
platforms such as ResearchGate), which will provide
them with periodic feedback about those who are citing
and using their research. Evaluators, in their turn, have
in advanced and yet simple indicators such as the afore-
mentioned Ptop 10% quotient an informative and syn-
thetic parameter offering far better information than the
simple h index. Why, in conclusion, should we research
chemists be scared by numbers and information?

Methods
Data and software applications were accessed via the
Internet. Extensive researches were carried out in the
scientific literature dealing with scientometrics, research
evaluation and scientific publishing, particularly in the
field of chemistry.
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